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gar recommends BOG elimination

a long haul," said Rep.

er. R-Ashmore, sponsor
Bill I 0 I , the current legist would eliminate the
d BOR. "We're very
be made public his feellhis issue. HopefuUy we'll

be able to get it through very quickly into the General Assembly, both
in the house and the senate."
In an address heralding economic recovery, Edgar proposed major
initiatives for education and job
training, renewing his call for
statewide property tax caps.
"Illinois is on the rebound and
moving ahead," Edgar told a joint
session of the General Assembly.
'There is little question that Illinois
is a stronger state today that it was a
year ago."
At the same time last year, dwindling state revenues brought on by
a national recession forced Edgar to
recommend $350 million in mid-

year spending cuts and $500 million in borrowing.
Edgar also endorsed the Illinois
Board of Higher Education's
Priorities, Quality and Productivity
Initiative, saying courses should be
eliminated if "there is little
demand."
"We must eliminate programs
that exist to serve only a handful of
faculty and even a smaller number
of students," he said.
Edgar said both the BOG and
BOR could be replaced with individual governing boards as the
University of Illinois and Southern
Illinois University already do.
"The individual governing

boards will not require the bureaucracies that now spend millions of
dollars and make it difficult to fix
responsibility," Edgar said.
Members of the BOO and BOR
are Chicago State, Governors State,
Northeastern, Eastern, Western,
Nonhem, Illinois State and Sangamon State.
Edgar's recommendation echoed
the independent report by Lt. Gov.
Bob Kustra and fllinois Board of
Higher Education Chairman Arthur
Quern.
The report stated the eljmination
would give the campuses a clearer
identity and also allow the universities' to provide itself better support

and interest in its higher priorities .
Sangamon State would not have
its own governing board, according
to the report. It would instead
become the University of Illinois'
third campus, along with Chicago
and Champaign.
The recommendation to dissolve
the BOO and BOR comes one day
after BOG Chancellor Thomas
Layzcll visited Eastern, telling
reporters the elimination of the
BOG wasn't the true education
reform it appears to be.
BOG spokeswoman Michelle
Brazell said there was no surprise

t Continued on page 2A

ptions limited for Rec Center's petition
it meets Tuesday to consider a petigive the Student Recreation Center
I budget request, Eastern 's
ent Board will have to decide
denying the center a full budget
e on the services offered there.
die odds appear stacked against Rec
Director David Outler and his staff.
AB will meet on Tuesday to discuss
Center's petiLion to receive its full
budget request for the remainder
year 1992-93. The Rec Center was
only $91,560 of that figure.
AB decides exactly how to use the
'vity fee that Eastern students pay

each semester for the center. It will be up to
the AB to decide which programs and services the center offers need more funding.
"The Rec Center can run a quality program without additional money from AB,"
said Ron Cannona, Apportionment Board
president."
Carmona also mentioned that students
have had to pay a $55 activity fee for the
past year-and-a-half. With the cost of bringing entertainers to universities continuing to
escalate, Carmona added he would hate to
increase student fees if Eastern 's enrollment
does not rise.
"The University Board provides other
types of entertainment, so they deserve the
money also," Carmona said. "What isn't
understood is that the $131,000 is in reserve,

and that it has taken over 10 years for it to
build up. If the class of '93 uses up the
reserve, it will take another 10-plus years to
build it back up."
More than 13,000 students used the Rec
Center last week - the highest attendance
figure in the 18 months since the cenrer
opened. The increased number of users
has created a bigger demand for its services
and forced Outler to ask the AB for the
$32,870 in additional funds.
Speaking directly about the possibility of
the Rec Center's hopes to receive additional
money, Carmona said there probably will
not be any extra funds allocated.
'The budget will be the same for the next
few years, when and if the reserve is gone,
how will the programs like Student

Government, University Board and the Rec
Center continue?
"The Rec Center receives an enormous
amount of money from AB, almost quadruple the amount of funding than any other
program," Carmona added. "The board has
to look at other student programs, such as
Student Government, Studenr Publications
and others."
The Apportionment Board does use a part
of the money in its accumulated reserve.
Last year, $52,000 was spent on the Lantz
Gymnasium sound system which is used for
Graduation Commencement.
Approximately $22,000 to $24,000 was
allocated for other programs.

" Continued on page 2A

Attorney
offers
immunity
By KAREN MEDINA
City editor

ng of the native
·can Indian singer and storyteller Jack Gladstone, a Montana 8/acJ..foot Indian, performs his song 'The Owl and The Eagle' Wednesday
at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Ballroom. The performance was one of the events presented for Cultural Diversity Week by
University Board.

The Coles County states attorney's office announced Tuesday it
will offer inununity to any passengers in the vehicle that struck and
killed a 24-year-old Charleston
woman last spring in a stillunsolved hit-and-run case.
Coles County State's Attorney
Steve Ferguson said Tuesday he
will offer immunity from prosecution to any passengers in the vehicle that struck and killed Crystal
June Melton on the evening of
March 12.
Authorities hope the immunity
offer will help identify the driver if
passengers present themselves to
police and investigators and testify
regarding the incident.
'Tm hoping that with the immunity being offered it will encourage
the passenger or passengers to
come forward and tell what they
know." Ferguson said. "It's the
right and responsible thing to do."
The women was riding her bike
in the 1200 block of Harrison
Avenue when she was struck by a

• Contintued on page 2A
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Edgar

Daily 9-8 Sun I 2-5
pointing also to a recent auditor
general's report that found the BOG
offices guilty of wasteful spending.
"We're not finished by any
means," Weaver said. "I still have
to go through both chambers. rm
very, very happy he thre\\ his support to this legislation."
Eastern President David Joms
only comment Wednesday was that
Eastern had a good relationship
with the BOG, and is "content with
the situation" as it stands.
Edgar's endorsement of classcuning effons by the IBHE would
not affect at least one of the courses
targeted for elimination by the
board. William Colvin, dean of
Afro-American studies. said judg-

t From page IA
in the governor's decision , and
renewed claims that individual
governing boards would co~a $1.5
million more 10 fu nction as the
BOG does now.
"This is going to be a very tough
sell in lhe Legislature," Brazell
said ...This is a bad proposal. It's
not good government, and we don't
think il 's going to have the support
to go through the Legislature.
"More than doubling the governing boards is nol streaminling.
More boards means more expense
and there's no getting around iL"
Weaver said many of the new
members may also be receptive to
the idea of eliminating the boards.

ing by the governor's statement his
program would still be able to survive.
"I think that' s the appropriate
way to go," Colvin said. adding
many of his classes last semester
had approximately 40 students per
section.
Along with the bachelor\ degree
in Afro-American studies. bachelor's programs in Gennan and technology and master's programs in
business administration. botany.
infonnation services and technology would also be cul, under the
IBHE's proposal.
- T he Associated Press conrributed to this report.

Options
hours have been trimmed from the center's hours during lhe weekend since last semester. Some of the
reductions in hours that have already occurred
include:
• On Sunday. the center opens at noon instead of I0
a.m.
• On Saturday, the center closes now at 9 p.m.
instead of at I 0 p.m.
• The center also opens at I 0 a.m. on Saturdays
instead of 8 a.m.

., From page 1A
"There is no other source for program money. only
the student fee of $55." said David Outler. Eastern 's
direclor of Student Recreation Center. "If the fee system is not used. we would have to charge students to
use the Rec Center. I don't want to do that.
"We don't get half the mone} we want. From the
mone:y we receive 75 to 80 percent goes for student
payroll." Outler said.
Cuts have already begin to hit the Rec Center. Five
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also had passengers. Beyond that
evidence, the case had centered pnmarily on rumors and tips, most of
which have been followed to dead
ends.
Charleston police eliminated in
April a suspect who possessed a

red fo ur-door Buick LeSabre.
Charleston police say the car left
the scene immediately.
Charleston police said last fall
they suspected the driver of the car

~

dealership-owned car in the case
last April. Logan Davis of Charleston reported the car stolen from
Charleston 's downtown district
about 30 minutes before the accident
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senate members quit
ving seven open seats
into this room in any way - now or into the future - if I

can help it."
Comparing this speech to the address he made last
year, Neumann said he views the future with total
"optimism," unlike the "guarded optimism" be felt last
year.
Neumann said some of the things senate could be
proud of were the fact student groups could use the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union meeting
rooms without paying rent, the Textbook Rental
Service and the senate participation in activities like
CuJtural Diversity Week.
He aJso gave an endorsement to textbook rental, saying reform should be made if necessary. but the system
should stay.
"Because we have textbook rental, I still have use for
my wallet," he said.
In other business, former Student Senate member
Jenny Rank refuted assertions senate members made in
Friday's issue of The Daily Eastern News. Members of
the senate criticized former senate members Rank.
Blake Stone, R.J. Wood and Maria Giovani for what
one member, Dan Byer, had generally called a "fly-bynight" attitude.
Rank criticized senate members Dan Fultz, Byer,
Michael Smyth and Dan Figurell as well as The News.
"I didn't know if I could put in the llO percent into
· lion deadline is Thursday at 4 p.m. The senate that I was putting in before," she said...I didn't
to have the seats filled by Wednesday.
want to put in less."
ss, Neumann pledged to keep politics a<;
A member of Student Government since 1989. Rank
of the senate as possible and pushed for listed several positions she has held on senate - including chairwoman in the fall senate elections where voter
(spring) semesters stan heating up a while turnout increased by 40 percent.
one has) staned heating up now," he said.
Byer said the tenn fly-by-night was not meant for
I will tell you is that politics will not enter her.
resignations preceded 19 new applicants
, bringing the number of vacant sent> seven.
hers accepted the resignations of Laura
Ballard during their Wednesday night
began interviewing eight new applicanL<>.
of the Senate Luke Neumann praised
renewing a sense of pride in the senate
new policy positions and future goals in
Senate address.
Senate applicants present at the meeting
Mustis. a sophomore pre-business major;
field, a junior political science/pre-law
Gowdy. a junior political science major.
, a sophomore political science major.
g. a sophomore marketing major; Amy
freshman political science; Julie Ttuard, a
' science major. Mike Eiter. a freshman
~or: David Boland. a senior marketing
Compton, a junior psychology major: and
. a senior political science major.
said he did not have the names of the other
adding they had not signed a fonn to release

stern's mission to be revised
ply with ouL'iidc pressure
governing boards. EaMem
tors have undenaken a
process of revising and
us mission statemen .
mission statement tells
university is, and what we
about.'' said Barbara Hill,
· nt for academic affairs
oman of the 19-member

uate catalog.
first draft of the revised
nt was delivered by the

Mission Review Committee to
Eastern President David Jorns
Tuesday. Joms will present the new
statement to the Council on
University Planning and Budget on
Thursday.
He termed the review of the mission as n "proactive•· response to
outside pressure from the Board of
Governors and the Board of Higher
Education.
"We were going to look at it anyway." Joms said. "It is very long
and difficult 10 read. A shon and
simple (mission statement) is better
than a long, complex one."
"The change was to make ii a
more succinct mission statement,"
Hill said. "This is the first step for a

(MEDIUM (14•))

SAUSAGE & CHEESE
PIZZA•••TO GOI
Now at Monlcara, get a Med. (1•1
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

'7.45 with. Large (11j Pizza
Good 7 Daya/Week with
Carry-Out/Delivery thru 212J93

I
I
I
I
.J

strategic planning process the university will be involved in."
The reviewing process started
when the committee met just before
the semester break. To develop a
draft. the committee met on several
occa'iions -,ince coming back from
break, Hill said.
Before Eastem's new mission
statement can be adopted, it will be
reviewed by the Council on
University Planning and Bud,get
and the university community for
changes. and then returned to the
review committee for final
approval.
Afterward. the mission will be
taken to the Board of Governors
before it can go into effect.
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The News

apologizes
for cartoon
The News is issuing a formal apology to
the entire community for the cartoon displayed in Wednesday's paper which was a
stereotype of homosexuals (or gays in the
military).
The News does not wish to give in to the
stereotypes that surround any stereotypical
issue, whether It deals with gay/lesbian relationships or race, culture or nationality.
The cartoon was meant
to poke fun at the gay
0
ban issue. but that does
not dismiss the fact that
all-peeple should be created <!qUal and treated the same In the media.
This is not the first time that ideas such as
these have seeped into the pages of our
newspaper. We would be contradicting ourselves if we let Ideas such as this go unattended any longer.
If we are to serve our paper justly and the
society correctly, we must uphold the ideal
we continue to preach. We have run artldes
on gays In the military. We've run columns
supporting gays in the military, and furthermore, we blatantly stated in one of our editorials that people should try to understand
homophobia and not fall for the stereotype
until they understand the situation.
We have fallen back on our own appeal for
justice and equality!
We would be hypocrites not to print an
apology for something as blatantly insensitive as that cartoon.
We should realize that all individuals may
different, but are still human beings.
It is not a regular policy of The News to run
a retraction of the Idea produced by our editorial cartoonist, but this instance is one specific case where the editorial board decided
action should take place.
Once again, the news apologizes for our
blatant stereotyping of homosexual behavior,
and says that, while some may not agree
with our decision, this Is the decision we will
stand behind whether we have done it before
or not!

Take time out to wash your ha
Unfortunately. some people
on this earth are living In the
Dark Ages. where, among other
things. running water Is not In
abundant supply and bathing
may be limited to once a week or
longer spells. But most Americans don't have that problem.
With running water a given ln
homes and public facilities, there
Is no reason for some people to
be as fllthy as they are. Case-in- Elliott
point: Washing one's hands after Peppers
using the bathroom. Even If the
Great Soap Famine that has so often been predicted
occurs. hot water Is better than nothing.
I don't care if you wash those "speclar areas with
Spic and Span. Lysol. Ajax or DD7. After each bodily
discharge, solld or liquid, microscopic traces of bacteria from the discharge are going to exist. no matter
how well wiped or shaken and no matter how clean
you were before you used the bathroom.
It just appalls me to see how many people don't
wash their hands after using the bathroom. Given that
I can only give a male perspective of this issue and
given that there is not always soap available, especially in the residence halls, but rinsing your hands with
hot water Is 100 times cleaner than just walking out of
the bathroom after each use.
Let's look at some hypothetical situations of how
disgusting and potentially hazardous to one's health
not washing one's hands after using the bathroom can
be.
These same people who don't wash their hands
after using the bathroom shake your hands at the bars
or when greeting you at any time.
Say the possessor of this germ-ridden hand. let's
<:all him Mr. O'slous, which represents the
Organization of Slime. Llver-Llckers and Other
Unsanitary Synonyms, shakes your hand and let's say
you're a compulsive nail biter. There goes Mr. O'slous

taking a walk in your mouth.
My friend told me an Instance where she
a Ms. O'slous in action. She was In the
when she saw Ms. O'slous exit the com
and begin brushing her teeth. Typical O'slo
Say Mr. or Ms. O'slous gets a job serving
Inconspicuous and rarely frequented place
university food services. Wiii he or she wash
hands before coming back to prepare or
food? Not If no one is looking.
Ugh! Yes, I agree. This offense Is a felony
is dean. The O'slous Syndrome has sludged
its vile climax.
Mr. O'slous has crossed the line. He's n
ening the health of Innocent people trying
decent meal. Over Christmas break, I fear
outbreak of hepatitis A In the St. Louis area.
said this came from public food preparers not
their hands after using the bathroom.
Although hepatitis A has flu-like sympt
explicit indications of the disease Is jaundice,
the skin turns yellow, Health Service Dir
Richard Larson said hepatitis A is less serious
other forms of hepatitis and that most people
hepatitis A. However. he did note that. alt
chronic hepatitis can be developed from
This Is a horrible price to have to pay for
else's uncleanliness.
Here's some tips if you want to avoid the
a suspected Mr. or Ms. O'slous: Use toilet
paper towel to open doors after a suspected
has exited. When a suspected O'slous offers
and if you decide to accept It because you
to be rude, if at all possible. wash your hands
ately afterwards or as soon as possible.
Let's all do a self-check to determine if we
O'slous and make that change.
Can't we all just wash our hands?
- £1/lott Peppers is a staff writer and a guest
nist for The Dally Eastern News.

Edit rlaI

The more things a man is
...._______.ashamed of, the more
respectable he is.

Your turn •..

Group ready
to take on
textbook task
Dear Editor:
There has been considerable
controversy over the past several
years concerning the deslrablllty
and effectiveness of Eastern's
textbook rental system. The Issue
Is again being examined. but this
time, we hope. In a way that wlll
not be merely an unfortunate
clash of opposing ideas, but
Instead, a dispassionate examination of the Issues, concerns and
posslbllltles that surround whatever textbook procedure will be
best for Eastern.
Our committee, formed from
the the Faculty Senate/Student
Senate Relations Committee, wlll

examine concerns of all those
involved - students, faculty and
staff. We shall attempt to assemble all relevant information and
hear from all Interested parties
and we shall attempt to do so
with no preconceptions about the
best system - rental or purchase,
or combination of both. If, after
this Investigation. we feel that
everyone's concerns can be
addressed, we shall - by consensus - propose recommendations
to our parent Senates, and from
there to the administration. We
stress the use of the word consensus. If we can agree on recom m endatl ons that address
Issues and concerns - rather than
a given system - we feel we will
have achieved our purpose.
We begin this examination of
the textbook system with high
expectations and trust that the
campus community wlll Join us In

finding solutions.
The faculty Senate/Stud
ate Relations Committee

Letter Polley
The Daily Eastern
encourages letters to the
concerning any local,
national or International I

ed, the name of the aut
addition to the author's
and telephone number, m
lnduded. If necessary, I
be edited according to I
and space at the discretion
edit page editor or editor In
Anonymous letters will
printed .
If a letter has more than
authors, only the names
first three wlll be printed.
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ouncil to decide on cuts
ithout affecting faculty
~ID

M. PUTNEY

play catch-up, but state appropried in the past, Joms said.
· tration editor
Kimberl y Furumo, Eastern 's ations continue to shrink while
planmng services director, has the financial obligations continue
Eastern Council on Uni- prepared a comprehensive budget to go up.
ity Plann ing and Budget , that includes all of Eastern 's
Furumo said the budget isn't
B. will have to figu re o ut funding sources. It shows the even keeping up with inflation.
fO cut over $2 million from
effects of a $1.047,128 reallocaEastern received less money in
budget withou t damagi ng tion in 1991 and a $2,055,808 1993 than it received in 1991. In
s that have already been reallocation 1992, and areas addition, budgets in fiscal 1992
ened by cuts.
where the university is fa lling and 1993 contained no money for
e 17-member committee behind.
sala ry increases a nd o nl y
begin a two-day ret reat
In past reallocation exercises, $500,000 for price increases.
sday to formu late budget cuts were made across the board,
"Everything is underfunded,"
ations for next year.
Furumo said. She said past cuts said Noel Brodsky, CUPB memtern President David Joms were made in non -academic ber. "From the onset we have to
the exercise is intended to areas. but employee salaries, say that every major area is
up for past budgeting mis- which make up the majority of underfunded. Instructional prowhich have left the univer- Eastern 's budget, remained grams here run right to the wire."
millions of dollars behind in untouched.
Brodsky said the budget in the
such as building mainte"What ended up happening economics department. where he
was that people made cuts that works. is so underfunded that
Salaries, jobs and academic weren't fa" orable to the universi- they are allotted a certain number
ments will not be on the ty." she said.
of photocopies per semester. He
ping block, Jorns said. He
Eastern has fallen nearly $70 gets only $15 per semester for
the exercise will be used to million behind on butldmg main- long-distance phone calls. he
e what Eastern 's budgeting tenance. said Carol Strode. inter- added.
'ties for next year will be.
im Physical Plant director.
"I cannot deliver what I would
e CUPB will be trying to
"As you put maintenance off, call a really strong approach to
1e over $2 million of next the budget only gets tugher each my teaching," Brodsky said. "We
's $94 million total budget. year," she said.
can't buy what we need to do our
said.
The budget says instructional teaching. We can't buy what we
He said the CUPB will com- and office equipment, summer need to do our research."
a List of areas of the school school and library book purchasJoms said the CUPB will have
se budgets can be cut. The es need to be restored.
its findings by Friday. and they
ey saved will be channeled
The problem is compounded should be organized into a report
areas that have been neglect- because the university is trying to by early next week.

SAC votes against grant cuts
CATIE BURKE
The Illinois Student Assistance Commi4'sion
Tuesday not to reduce spring tenn Monetary
ard Program Grants during its meeting at the
State of Ulinois Center in Chicago, said Bob
ent, director of public infonnation for ISAC.
The commission will award $201.9 million to
ents in Fiscal Year 1993, Clement said. The
e grants MAPs according to student needs, he
d.

Although, more than 20 representatives from the
e sectors of higher education-private, public
community colleges- proposed formulas to Lhe
ght-member commission for the future of Illinois
'gher education's financial aid, the commission
stponed their decision on a new formula until
eir March 5 meeting, said John Flynn.
tern ·sn director of financial aid.
Clement said the commission postponed its decion a new formula because private and public
tors are affected differently, and the commission
st take much care in choosing a formula that sat-

isfies all three sectors of higher education.
"Each formula has a different number of applications we'd announce. By announce, I mean. a student who'll be told 'yes' or ·no'." Clement ':tid, in
reference to the differences between formulai;~
"There are also some rationing devices we'll have
to input next year because of an increase in applications."
He added rationing devices affect different sectors of higher education differently.
"In the past two years there has been a 15 percent to 17 percent increase in applications."
Clement said. "If the economy is bad. our demand
is up."
He said the commission will be able to provide
specific details on the amount and types of financial aid for Fiscal Year 1994 following its decision
on a formula.
Fiscal year 1994 begins July 1.
After the commission chooses a formula, many
questions about lower income and middle income
students in need of financial aid will be answered,
Clement said.

F <> r
Any Occasion
~ 0fJ l1iTil [}2) IJ ©

$4 Off Party Tray
$5 Off Three Footer
$8 Off a Six Footer
offer expires March 31, 1993
"''-•<A.,....~

• .,,.-.

1!1:1.g:m liL

~

Formal Smoker
6:00 Tonight
1:N House Greek Court
For Rides & Info. Call 581-6898 t,;;
~~~~,~~~------------

$2 Q FF Large p IZZa
·
w.It h a a U a r t 0 f c 0 k e

J er ry s p I•zza
Only At
I

_
345 2844

345-2844

TH l.BS~Y~~.S.
BEER BASH
THURSDAY NIGHT

DRAFTS-10¢
GIANT
PITCHERS - $1.25
ALL LONGNECKS

"BEST DEALS§.Q

~PAY

MORE?"

IMMY OHN'S®
Delta Chi
Formal Smoker
Tonight 7:00 p.m.
For Rides and info. Call
~ 581-6723 or 6790. ~
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S
c.) COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC.
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Diploma worth extra pay
" WASHINGTON (AP) - Thal college diploma
hanging on the wall is worth $1,039 a month in
extra pay.
At that rate, it takes the typical four-year graduate just a little under two years to make up the
cost - not counting the pay and experience he
would have earned working rather than studying.
On average. people with bachelor's degrees
earn $2, 116 a month, a Census Bureau study said
Wednesday. High-school graduates earn $1,077 a
month.
Tuition. books. room and board for four years
at a public university averaged $19,880 in 1990. a
survey by the College Board found. The cost of
education has since risen to more than $23.000 for
the four years.
Prestigious private universities cost far more.
Is ic worth it?
''As my job search threatens - I've gotten four
rejections already - it's kind of depressing, especially considering how much education costs
today," said Don Modica, 21, a senior who pays
more than $ 18,000 a year to attend Notre Dame.
Despite the cost. Americans increasingly prize
a college degree.
In 1990, one American in four had a bachelor's
degree or higher, the Census Bureau said. That's
up from one in five in 1984.
But a diploma doesn't always open the doors to
high pay and security.
"It isn •t like it used to be," said Susan Miller,
president of the Annandale. Va., job-placement
firm Susan Miller and Associates Inc. "You have
an edge to stan. but it's not the guarantee it used

to be."
People with degrees in engineering. computer
science and other technical fie lds can get wellpaying jobs when they graduate, Miller said.
Everyone else is "out there in the job market competing with the high-school grads."
"If someone comes through college and they
have no work experience. they're clueless," ~iller
said. "We see college grads starting as receptionists."
The universities say the payoff comes several
years later. as college graduates are promoted past
their less-educated colleagues.
Whatever the field of study. colleges and universities try to teach their graduates to work
smarter. said Pat Riordan. dean of admissions at
George Mason University in Fairfax. Va.
"We are teaching them a way to synthesize and
communicate at a much higher level than a student that just graduates from high school. How is
your money better spent?" Riordan asked. "I
could have spent the money buying a fancy car
and some more vacations ... but I think in the long
run spending the money on education is investing
in me."
The best-paying bachelor's degree is engineering, worth $2.953 a month, according to the
Census figures. Social sciences graduates trail at
$1.84 l a month. and a liberal ans or humanities
degree is worth $1.592 a month in earnings.
But the biggest money goes to people with professional degrees. such as law or medicine. On
average. those people earn $4.961 a month extra.

Friday
Moon Seven Times

Saturday
Busker Sound Check
Dysl xtc Apaches
Doors open 10:00
Admission $2.00
Now on Draft
Lowenbrau Dark
Leinenkugel

=--=;=;;;;.j

A1.
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HSU to elect new vice president
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

Electing a new vice president
will be the main objective of the
Hispanic Student Union during
its 7 p.m. Thursday meeting in
the Greenup Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
HSU member Tony Perez was
nominated for vice j>residenr at
the last meeting, but meml)ers
could not vote because of a Jack
of a quorum.
"We'll continue to take nominations for vice president," said

Ernestina Bobe, HSU secretary.
"The people nominated will give
speeches on why they would
make a good vice president, and
then we'll vote."
HSU is working to fill the
vacancy left by former Vice
President Fidel Rios. who did not
return to school.
In other business. HSU members will continue to discuss
plans for fund-raisers. The organization will hold a bake sale on
Feb. 9 in Coleman Hall and is
planning a taffy apple sale.
Discussion will also continue
on plans for Latino Awareness

Weck. which will be March 1-5.
The HSU is planning a dinner
March 4 with Carlos Cortez. a
published author and professor of
history at the University of California.
Bobe said she anticipates the
meeting wi II be a short one
because Thursday is Latino
Awareness Day of Cultural
Diversity Week.
The HSU is s ponsori ng a
showing of Carlos Fuentes" s
"The Buried Mirror - Reflections
on Spain and the New World" on
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Union.

Tonight At:

Formal
Smoker...
Tau Delta

Pi Kappa Alph
FORMAL SMOKER
8 PM at GREEK Ct.

RUSH PIKE!
FOR RIDES AND INFO CALL
581-6595 OR 581-6525

Mother's.

•

•

*Cold, premium quality Q.B.'s
*$1.52 Pitchers*
*$1.22 Longnecks*
*$1.22 Bar Drinks*

for rides and information

Also 25C

Jalapeno Sausage
lOCHotDogs

This Week's Special
1/2 DOZEN
RED ROSES
VASED

$2520

345-7007
503 JEFFERSON
NORTH OF
POST OFFICE

NOBLE
FLOWER
SHOP

REMEMBER VALENTINES WEEK BEGINS FEB. 8111
FREE DELIVERY FEB. 1O™

SEARCH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus
No w Leasing

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1,2 &.3 Bedroom
St. James Place
•
·
•
•
•

Furnished Units
Free Trash & Parking
Central A.C.
Dishwashers
Microwaves
Balconies

(1905 ) S. 12th St.)
• 2 Bedroo m Units
• Fully Furnished
• A. C.
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.

u
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e end of an era of arts
Arts Dean Vaughn Jaenike ends a career highlighted by accomplishment

·~theU

1

T Guidotti~
an of the
Department

In a

letter to the editor
appearing in the March 7,
1977 edition of The Daily
Eastern News, the dean of the
College of Fine Arts expressed a
point of clarification concerning
a new arts festi val at Eastern
titled ..Celebration."
"I feel very positive about the
artS' in thiS""region except for·one
thing," read the letter from the
first and only fine arts dean. "I
believe this region has been
devoid (at least during my tenure
here) of arts festivals Uke those
that have exposed people from
all walks of life to all kinds of art
forms."
The dean. who entered the
university only three years earner
in the summer of 1974, continued, saying he hopes "to correct
the void with the biggest and
best arts festival e\lel" held in the

region."
Sixteen years after those
comments and following 18
years of service to the university,
Vaughn Jaenike has decided to
step down from his post as dean
of the College of Fine Arts. But
has the ·void" truly been corrected?
•
.
"I think that we have made a
positive change,., Jaenike said.
"We are meeting the needs of
town and gown."
Reflecting on his tenure in a
recent interview, Jaenike continually stressed the "we" over the
"I" in nearly everything he discussed and found the recent
minor media blitz surrounding
his departure to be ''quite
embarrassing" and questioned
whether or not it was ~all necessary."

the state of the

on E.astern's ,,camcertainly have
yed the many
grams that the
artment of the
has offered it «eoncerts,

lbits or plays.
are definitely

fortunate.':
rlgitte Chen,
mational Student
ce/"ci'lebration n
mlttee member

STORY BY J.A. WINDERS

A hwnble-natured individual

indeed, but certainly a man not
humbled in his accomplishments.
Theatre Department Chairman Ettore Guidotti said that
Jaenike ·s accomplishments
"might be more than you suspect in what you would consider

a rural area.

festival brainchild. "But I don't
think the quality has gone up
any."
"The first few were really very
good."

Despite the rain and cold on
that first "Celebration" weekend
in April of 1977. it received "a
g<;>od crowd each day."
'Tm especiallY pleased by the
number of students that came
out today (Sunday)," Jaenike
told the News in April of 1977.
"The turnout in general was

"He made sure people knew
about what was going on, but he
let the art speak for itself."
That was the method to
which Jaenike approached
everything his department good.''
attempted - giving the art a
And "good" it has been over
stage but letting it speak on its 15 consecutive years.
Looking back at his tenure
own.
Under Jaenike, Eastern from before the first "Celeopened a figurative stage in bration" through his final
1977 to highlight both tradition- month, Jaenike said his main
al and contemporary aspects of pride is in Eastem's "little jewel,"
art from the people of Illinois the Tarble Arts Center.
and, perhaps more importantly,
"The Tarble Arts Center is
to expose this art to the people just an excellent facility, " he
of art-staved downstate Illlnois, said. "It is just like a little jewel,
who lived within the "void" of no matter what exhibit we showwhich Jaenike spoke in his letter case, it looks like it was created
for Tarble."
to the editor.
This key stage in the eliminaSuccess has followed Jaenike
tion of the "void.. is know as the throughout his term and many
three-day event "Celebration."
of those who have worked closJaenike stated at the conclu- est with him have expressed the
sion of the first "Celebration .. difficulty in replacing not only
that he hoped to have another their dean but the only dean the
event of its kind in 1978. He did department has known.
Now in his final days as dean,
have his second event, and it
continues to serve its purpose Jaenike leaves with the same
intent that he ended another
tcxlay.
J. Sain, now an administra- 1977 letter to the editor pubtive assistant in the theatre Ushed after the close of the first
department. then a publicity "Celebration."
"It takes people to make a
director for the festival, was driven at the time to describe the festival - people who come to
event as ~art for the people."
participate and celebrate," he
Today - recapturing what wrote. "Thanks to all who joined
Jaenike himself has stressed us in celebrating the arts."
throughout his career - Sain
Sometimes it does indeed
expressed the importance the "take a lot of people to make a
department still feels in putting festival... But it also takes the
everyday people "in touch with power of one man to make a
festival.
the arts."
"It ("Celebration") is a smorFor Eastern and its fine arts
gasbord of the arts," Sain said. department, Vaughn Jaenike
"We have shoved the art down was that man and through his
leadership all have had the
their throats for years."
"I think we have improved opportunity to join him in "celewith it," Jaenike said of his art brating the arts."

PHOTOS BY MARI OGAWA
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I I . Har WANTED
Need a paper typed? Call Garold
at 581-2704 or Carla at 5813068. Charge $1 per page.
--------~1/29
The only 30 min. delivery in town.
Guaranteed! Domino's Pizza.
348-1626
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29

The Dally Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's lncor·
rect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad wlll appear In
the next edition.
All classlffed advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear In the
next days publication. Any
ads processed Af11lt 2 p.m.
will be published In the followlng day·s newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
Af11lt the 2 p.m. deadllne.
Classlfled ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with establlshed
credit may be bllled.
All Advertising submitted
to The Dally EclStem News Is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected. or canceled at any time.
The Dally £cistern News
assumes no Uablllty If for any
reason It becomes necessary
to omit an advertisement.

Whose playing games? we·11 top
any piua price In town. 348-1626
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

Spring Breakl Panama City
Beach. Quality accommodations
on the beach! Only $119 per person. Call Mike at 581·2484 or 1·
800-998-TRIP
-211
Spring Break: Cancun, Mexico
Lowest prices guaranteed!!! We
will match anything. More info.
Jodi 581-2094
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/28
SPRING BREAK 93! Best accommodations available on this year's
hot spots: Panama and Daytona
only $119. Hurry, space ls limited!
can Mike or Ed at 348-7541.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _1/29
SPRING BREAK '93. Best rates,
Best Trip. Groups and Individuals
welcome. Call me for details.
Todd
Message
_ _348·5538.
_ _ _ Leave
___
_.2128
Sick and Tired of overrated Texas
and Florida Spnng Bre11ks? Try
Breckenridge 1993 Tom 345·
9523
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

DIRECTORY
SlaVJCES

0mR£.O

TllAVll

Spring Break!ll Daytona Beachlll
Ocean Front Hotels: Quad
Occupancy: Seven Full Nights:
Vip D1scount11D card ... Round tnp
Charter Bus from $199.50 per
person!!! Room Only available
from $109.50 per person. Limited
Availab1hty!!!
1-800-881-BEACH
_____
_ _ _ _1129

TRAJNING/ScHOOLS

HW'

WANnD

WANTtD
ADol'nON
llm£.s/RJDUtS
ROOMMATES

Hur WANTED

Suau.ssoas
FOil RENT
FOil
LOST

SAL£

&. FOUND

.. AVON.. Earn to $200
$800/mo TrainlnglSupport.
Work ;yout own hrs! Call Now 1 •
800-329-AVON

.,

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING •
Earn $2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the
C&ribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer
and Career employment avail·
able. No experience necessary.
For employment program call 1206-634-0468 ext C5738

_ _ _ _ _ ,_____215

Professional babysitter/nanny
needed weekends Effingham. Six
children ages 1-11. Early childhood. Education majors preferred. Meuts requirement for
working with children. Only SERIOUS need apply. Budgetel Inn.
Effingham.
Ask
____
_for
_ Doris.
_ _ __.215
ATIENT10N STUDENTS: Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes al
home . All materials provided.
Send SASE to National
Distributors P 0. Box 9643,
Springfield,
MO
65801.
Immediate
response.
____
_ _ _ _ _2110
Spend the summer in the beaulif ul Catskill Mountains of New
York. Achieve a challenging and
rewarding summer experience
working in a residential camp for
adults with physical and develop·
mental disabilities. Positions
available: Counselors, Cabin
leaders, Program leaders. All students are encourage to apply.
Season dates June 1 - August
19. Good salary, room and board,
and some travel allowance.
Representative will be on campus
on February 1 at University
canter. Stop by for more information or write Camp Jened, P.O.
Box 483, Rock Hill, NY 12775,
(914) 434-2220.
_1129
PART-TIME READER ASSIS·
TANT NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
FOR BLIND PERSON. TYPING
SKILLS AND ABILITY TO READ
ALOUD A MUST. CALL 345-4715
OR
581-6656
__________
215

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-6834.

I..

Roommate needed to share
apartment for duration of Spring
Semester. Male or female. Please
call 345-1171 If interested
=-......,._______1128
Two females wanted to share
large house. Cheap rent, close to
campus. Wanted for summer, fall.
or both. call 348-1803.

Sublessor needed Sum. 93. Own
master bedroom in town house.
Negotiable rent. Call Anne,
Brittany Ridge, 345-7379.
::----,,.------,-.,-----1128
Female sublessor needed for
Spring '93 • $135 per month, own
room. Call 348·5259

-~------~215

2 sublessors needed for Summer
'93. Close to campus, water and
trash included $155/month each.
Call 345-3407 ask for Eric.

_ _ _ _ __,,_ _ _1129

2 sublessors needed for the summer. Park Place I. Rent nego·
tlable. 345-6745.

SPRINGBREAKERS. Promote
our Florida Spring Break packages Earn MONEY and FREE
trips. ORganlze SMALL or
LARGE
groups.
Campus
Marketing. 800·423-5264

Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students

0

Yes

0

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ad to read:

ACROSS
1 Maple-syrup
source
4Lombok
neighbor
8 Insensitive
13 Melville opus
1s Bronson
Alcott's first
name
18 Sun Devils'
home
nTime
20 Everglades
transportation
21 Acquiesces
22Actress
Andersson
23 Wrong: Prefix
24 Kind of cone
29 Indited
21 Ancient
monetary unit

fOR Rf.NT
Morton Park Apartments now
leasing for fall. 2 Bedroom completely furnished. Ceiling fans.
Very nice furniture and carpebng.
Close to campus. 10 month
lease. Water, garbage, and cable
TV included 1n rent $210 each for
2 or $160 each for 3 345-4508.
_ _ _ _ ca1/26,27.28.211.2,3
24 W. Buchanan. Aldo Roma
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 1
or 2 persons. Utilities included. 11
112 mos. lease. $325 for 1 person
or $185 each for 2 persons. Call
Jan or Charlotte 345-2113. Eads
Realty

30 Actor Beatty
31 Snuggle
35 Neighbor of Syr.
36 Balearic island
38 Clty in SE
France
39Wobble
41 Scottish no
42 ·veni, -~.
vic1·
43 Pre-Christmas
period
45 Whale of a flier?
48 Nine inches
49 Auto1st's org.
so Pale blue
51 Investing
defensively
53 Pet herbs?
M Attaires
d'amour,
sometimes

Expiration code (office use only)_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

..J Check

0 Credit

Check number _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid 1n advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or 1n bed taste.

-------=------~517

1508 1st St. 1 block North of
O'Brien field. 10 mos lease. 6
bedroom house for 8 girls.
Great furniture. $175 each.
Washer & dryer included. Call
Jan or Charlotte. Eads Realty.
345·2113.

__________517

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat,
sorority, team, club, etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
$1,000 1n just a few days!

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!

60 Attent1ongetting word
81 Scene of a Tex
battle: 1836
e2 Kemo--.
Tonto's nick·
name for the
Lone Ranger
63--chi
(meditation
system)

DOWN
1 Divan
2 Pierre's "Helpl"
3 np at a boite
4 Middle East
religion
s Legislative
nder Abbr.
• Avocat's forte
'I Persian king of
theSafaw1d
dynasty
a Cardboard
boxes: Abbr.
e ls indignant
10 Kind of acid
11 Maculations
12 Taste or touch
14 Celestial paths
18 Director Hooper
11 Pith
23Rock
entertainer
25 Habeas corpus.
for one
H Mezzo-soprano
Stevens
27 O'Hara·s · North
Frederick"

111

28 O.C. cultural

agcy.
30 Buddhist state
32 Auto signal
33 Venetians'
"playground"
34 I. S. Cobb's
• - Laughing·
38 Or. 's order
37 Pied Piper
follower
40 Chinese puzzle
42 ~Tales From the

44 Someare
bald
45 Middle East
bread
48 "TheLiner-Lady" Kipling
47 Segment of a
corolla
48 Poet Nicolson

soaueeg's
command
52 ---Euro
5~ Zodiacal
constellatlOft
54 What a thief
might cop
ss Road rig
57 U.S. agcy.
1933

--Woods:
Strauss waltz

JANUARY
WCIA·3

WAN0-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12

LIFE-13

Fox-8. 55

DISC-9

Inside Edition
Murphy Brown

News

SponsCert.er
Conege Baskeiball

Ouan:wntnp

Desi;mig Women
Jeffersoos

MacNet •lehrer

Unsolved

Night Cou!l

En!mt. TO!liglll

News
Married

Mystenes

Cheers

Great Fig!1!Jng
Machines of WWII

Out All Night

Top Cops

Matlock

Iowa at

Mulder She

Bldlseye

Wro'..e

NBA 8Jsl<.iltb;i

LA. law

Michigan St

lllncis Gaidner
This Old House

Sin1JSOllS

UCLA at
SouthemCal

Quantum Leap

Bulls al Roc.l(ets

New Express!ons

MOW!

Di rel1t World

Cheers
Wings

Street Stones

Jacka Place

Mad Al>olJl Yi

Knol$ Lancing

p

Wrngs

Large 3 bdrm, 2 bath
94, great location !Of
6. Rent Includes all
varies according to
lease, 345-4185

Waddell Apts. 1 block North of
Krackers on 4th St. 3 bedroom
Apt. for 3 persons. Rent paid by
semester only. $135 per person.
10 mos. lease. security locked
building. Call Jan or Charlotte.
Eads Realty. 345-2113
~------~--'517
Houses & Apartments for 93-94
school year. One to seven bed·
rooms. One block or less from
campus. Call 345-4463 for an
appointment.

WTW0-2

N ws
TQR;ht

1056 7th Street, fully
house. 6 bedrooms, 2
to campus. 12 mo.
JOE 708-nl-6365

Now leasing for fall: two-bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor Apartments 913-917
Fourth
St. 345-2231
__________
517

THURSDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

New apts., one,
bdrm. Great for grad.
married couples. Aslc
345-1556or 345-2919

29 Social reformer: 58 Kind of bar
1849-1914
59 Novelist Hunter

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:
;:J Cash

Rooms $150/month, utilities
Women ONLY Intersession.
Summer, Fall & Spring Sessions·
Call
Pat
__
_Novak
_ _(708)
_ _789-3n2.
_ _ 1129

Microwave oven rental $25 for
Spring Semester plus $10
deposit. 820 Lincoln Street 348n 46

ANNOUNCEMENT'S

o!~;

llOOMMA'IES

Nice, close to campus, f\lmished
houses for 93-94 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3148
Evenings.
__________ 517

me lJve

News
loYe Conneaion

WEIU-29,51

tAanm

Better O!t Dead
Ouanllln Leap
MJcGyvet

Mystery

News

BemgSe'Yed

Mwe

Journey

HURSg

DAV
JAN. 2B, 1993

THE DAD..Y EA5rr.RN NEWS

YEAR, ALSO
1, 2. 3, AND 4
APARTMENTS.
ES AVAILABLE.
K RENTALS AT
WE MESSAGE IF
OR CALL 348·

~-.,.---.,.--·517

bedroom house
rtments or two
ts Low ut11it1es,
dryers, available
g. 234·4831. Six
1129

~::-:-=EN'""T::-:S:-f:-or 2-3

3 bedrooms for fall.
Call CAMPUS
100 between 3-9

__foR
_
R£_
NT~I

I-

Very, very small efficiency apt.
across street from Buzzard Bldg.
Includes water, gas, electricity
and garbage pickup. $125.00.
Lease June 1, 1993 to May 31,
1994. 345-2652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

Daytona, Padre, Cancun,
Bahamas. Good prices for the
college budget. Call Todd at 348·
5538. Leave message if no
answer.

One bedroom garage apartment,
second floor, separate entrance.
Five blocks from campus on
Eleventh St. Furnished, includes
water and garbage pickup. A/C,
carpeted. Prefer mal~s or couple.
Lease June, 1 1993 to May 31,
1994. $165.00. 345-2652
------~--1128
3 bedroom apt. 3 people needed.
Phone 345-2416.

__________213
FOR SAU

Scooter and motorcycle batteries
$7.95 and up. FREE specialists.
1519 Madison 345-8658 (VOLT)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.caTA-517
TV-Quasar 25" console-$1 75.
Stereo: receiver, turntable, speakers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu
station wagon $750. Trade for?
345-4426
__________,sn
Man's silver/gold wedding ring·
$150. Man's silver Bulova
Accutron watch $225. Woman's
full length fur coat-$100. Trade
for? 345-4426

---------~517

~--:----1/29
room houses 1806,
Street; 1022, 1036
1210 3rd Street: 5
, 314 Polk; 2 bed·
nt, 415 Harrison.
--,---,-~2115
great location, 93-94.
nice. $300 mo., 10
, includes all utilities.

~,...,,..-----1129
2-3 persons to share
r home for fall (93·
year. Nice, close to
d furnished. Terms:
th per person for 10
• basic cable. and
rand dryer included
Only) Call 581-5675

211

=N
'""E~M'""A~N'""A-=G-=E,,..M""ENT

ENTS AVAILABLE

NG 93-94. CALL 345.__,--_ _ _ _ 517
Apartment, extra nice.
couple. Year lease. 345·

Furniture, toots, exercise equipment, books, dishes, something
for everyone. Buy or sell at
Mark's Consignment Center. 516
6th,
Charleston.
345·1591
__
____
_ _ _1129
Medium Pizza, anyway you want
it, $6.99. 348-1626.

,.....,...-,..-------,,-..,..--1/29

3 bomber leather jackets 1 ·M, 2L. $50 cash for each. Call 345·
1194.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1129

$200 REWARD! 12 year old
miniature silver schnauzer dog
named Heidi lost on Thursday
p.m. • Seneca Dnve • Call Howard
Eads 345-4364 or 345-2113.
=-:,..-.,.......,,..,.,,-,.---,---,~211
Pair of plaid gloves found in LO
room.
Claim
at Student
Publications
Business
Office
. 211
_____
___
__

l~I
THE BODY SHOP the 6
BIGGEST, NEWEST, BEST beds
In townll 348·TANS.
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ca1/26,28
Congratulations to Jen Halbrook
on your new position of Asst.
Bursar.
Phi
Sig
Sisters
___
_
_Love,
_ _Your
__
1128
Amy Decker of Alpha Garn:
Congrats on going into I-Week.
KFC-Brandon
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1128

I I ANNOUNCfM£NTS I I ANNOUNCfM£NTS I I ANNOUNCfM£NTS I

~--~-----·2128

Bring Jamaican Tan Business
Card AD to JAMAICAN TAN, 410
7th St. and get 10 tans for $29 by
Saturday, January 31st and regJS·
ter to win a SHOW ME YOURS
T·sh1rt 348·0018
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
Dominos Piua introduces FABU·
LOUS FREEBIES: Free quart OR
twisty stixs with 14" pizza at regu·
lar pnce. 348-1626

-------~-1129

Wendy Meyers, Thanks so much
for making our I-Week so spoclall
You're the best! ASA Love, The
New Initiates
_ _ _ _ _ 1128
Brett Kashanilz: Congralulallons
on Secretary of Lambda Chi! I'm
so proud of my Daddy! ASA
Love,Jeony
-~
1'28
Anne Schmeltzer, I had an awesome l·Week Thanks' You're the
best Mom & FRIEND anyone
could ask for. ASA Love, Jenny

.,..--,---~----~1128

Dom1nos Pizza Killer Deal.
Medium pizza. anyway you want
it for $6.99. 348-1626

---~----~1129

MELISSA KEAN: Congratulations
on I-Weeki We'll celebrate
Saturday! Love, Jackie

-=-==-.,.,.,-=-c-~..,..,.----1128
JEFF LYCAN: I'm so proud to
have •underwear Man• as my A·
Dad! Call me! Tau Love, Carrie

----------~1/28

Are you having Rush, a Function,
or even a Party? Call Dominos
Pizza for a Large, one lopptng for
$5 00 (w/a purchase of 4 or
more).
348-1626
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1129
LETS "GRUNGE" TOGETHER II
Shop Just Spence's Resale for
the cool look in clothes! 1148 6th
Charleston. Open Tuesday·
Saturday, 1 ·5 p.m. Phone 345·
1469. WE BUY GOOD CUA·
RENT CLOTHING, ESPECIALLY
OVERSIZED!!

-------~-1128

Come see what the nations # 1
fraternity is all about. Rush Sig
Ep! 7:00 Sig Ep House. For ndes
and Info. call Jason at 581·2715.

-------~-1128
Mary Kay Products. Right on
Campus. A full line of products in
stock. Call Angela at 581-3893.
Free facials•

_______1129

Beginning February 1st Jamaican
Tan will open from 10 am • 9 pm,
M·F. New beds, new bulbs, 3480018, 410 7th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
SHERIL, Good Luck during I·
Weeki Your A-Mom Is proud ol
you!
Sig
Love,
Liz _ _1128
__
_Kap
__
__
Lambda Chi Alpha, Formal
Smoker, Greek Ct. 7:00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

vin and Hobbes
b Pl.JI 1\.\£ T\N'(
M~U.CWS IN Fl~T.

I

~--,r----'

PETE HUFFORD: SIG KAP
would like to THANK YOU for the
special gift on Saturday. You're
great!

-::--:-:~---=--,---.,..---1128

Beth Machovich of AST; Great job
during l·Week. Keep up the good
work. Love your mom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/28
Kim King and Michelle Dodson of
AST. Keep up your spirits in I·
Weeki I'm so proud of you. Tau
Love, Shea
1/28

The Econ Club will have its first
meeting today In Coleman 213 at
4:00. All Econ majors and minors
are invited. For Info contact Scott
at345-6706
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1128
ASAs: Congratulations on activa·
lion! Love, Jr. Panhel.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1128

Want to Make Some

GINA, Good luck this week!
You're almost Active! Sig Kap
Love, Liz
---------1/28
Want to Impress an employer?
Join the American Marketing
Association and leam how to sell
yourself to potential employers!
All ma1ors welcome to join any·
time during the semester! Details
call Jeanne at 348·7750.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1128
MAGS Happy 19th Birthday. Your
Mommy
_ _ _Loves
_ _You.
_ _ _ _ 1128
JOALICE OARD, GOOD LUCK
WITH l·WEEK. CANT WAIT TO
PARTY WITH MY DAUGHTER
LOVE.BOYD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/28
A big thanks goes out to all the
ALPHA PHIS who made our rush
go so welll Love, the Men of
DELTA
_ _ _TAU
_ _DELTA!
_ _ _ _ _ _1'28
The men of DELTA TAU DELTA
would like to thank all the ALPHA
GAMS that made our rush so
successfull
1/28
=-BA=-1~00-=ET=-=-s=1E-=-R-IE-:""c_o_N_G.,...RATS·
MAMA IS PROUD OF YOU·I
know you'll make an awesome
Alpha Garn. Have fun, Luv Pam

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1128

MARIA GIOVANNI: DON'T FOR·
GET LUNCH TODAYI I LOVE MY
KIDDO! LOVE, TAMARA
- - - - - _ _ _ _ 1128
Student Senate applications are
due TODAY, Thursday, Jan. 28,
1993.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1128
HEATHER BUCK: CONGAATU·
LATIONS on getting LAVALIERED to RYAN MOORE of
SIGMA CHI at U of 111 Your
ALPHA GAM sisters are happy
for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
KDRs GAMMA and DELTA Class:
Get ready for Gino Ratti
Weekend! Your brothers are
proud of your hard work and dedication!

1128

M:--:.,-1c=-H~E,-L-LE:=----=E:-:-1S=--:-:-KA' NT
Congratulations on getting
LAVALIEAED to JASON DARNALL o f SIGMA Pllll Your
ALPHA GAM sisters are very
happy for you II

1128

s~~H.,..A.,..N.,..N~O~
N
.,-----=-RYAN :

Congratulations on your engage·
ment with RODNEY DAVIS. Your
ALPHA GAM sisters wish you the
BEST of luck.

----~--_,__1128

by Bill Watterson
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AMA-American
Marketing
Association will be having its first
meeting of the semester
Thursday, 1/28 at 7;00 p.m. In
LH#017. Guest speaker will be
Scott Whitmer of SATURN CORP
All
welcome!
_majors
___
_ _ _ _ _ 1128
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Sell Your Unwanted Items in

The Daily Eastern News
~·
·~:

UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR Is looking for new members. If you are inter·
ested in 1oining please come to rehearsaVcaJI out Saturday, Jan. 30 at
2:30 room 013 Fine Arts Budding.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have pledge initiation Thursday at 8 p.m. in
the Shelbyville room . Mandatoiy for all actives to come if you did not
attend last night. Please wear formal attire and bring your thirty dollar
pledge fees. Any questions? Call Erin 581-8081.
B SU CELEBRATES HISPANIC Awareness Day Thursday from 12·2
p.m., there will be a speaker in the University Ballroom and there will be
a video shown from 8-1 O p.m. 1n the Grand Ballroom.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER wlll have Recoocillation Thursday from
3:30-4:30 p.m. in the Newman Chapel.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have a Fonnal rush meeting Thursday at 7 p.m.
in the Coleman Auditorium. Formal business attire requested.
MINORITY TODAY WILL have a meeting Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the
newsroom. All editors and position holders must attend.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Church services have begun for the
spring semester. Sunday's at 2:00 1505 7th Street. Please come join
us.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRY deadline for bowling is Thursday at
10 p.m. Entnes accepted at the Intramural desk In the SAC lobby.
BLACK STUDENT UNION wi11 have an executive meeting Thursday at
5 p.m. In the BSU office today
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Weekly Bible Study will be held Thursday
al 7 p.m. In the Neoga room. Jon Crask wi11 be leading our Bible Study
on •evolution.• Everyone Is welcome to join us for this time of Bible
study and fellowship.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have Lambda Beta rechartering event
Saturday, Jan. 30 al approximately 5 p.m. at the Union Cash Station.
All those wishing to go need to call Eric immediately so travel arrangements can be made.
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION wlll have an executive meeting Thursday
at 6 p.m. in the Greenup Room. Executives are encouraged to attend
so we can discuss nominations before the meeting
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will have a meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the Greenup room. All members are urged to attend to vote for elec·
lions. We will be covering our week & fundraiser. Also, anyone else
who ls interested may attend.
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will show a movie Thursday from 8·10
p.m. 1n the Union Ballroom for Latino Day. Everyone Is welcome to
attend.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA will have a meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. in Lantz
169
PANTHER BATTALION WIL L meet at the Gallery in the Union at 1500
hrs. to conduct drill and Germany training. Uniform and BDV's. Bring
pen and paper, $1, and a friend.
PHI GAMMA NU will have an active meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. in
Lumpkin 17. Formal dress.
RESIDENCE HAL L A SSOCIATION will have their weekly meeting
Thursday at 5 p.m. In Pemberton Hall. Early dinner will be served at
4:20 p.m. All residents living ln University Housing are welcomed to
attend.
MODEL ILUNOIS GOVT. wnl have a meeting Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in
Coleman 206. Bring applications with requests for districts.
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT of Management will have an informa·
tional meeting/dinner Thursday at 7 p.m. at Jerry's Pizza. For more info
call Kurt 5501 or Kelley 8124.
GERMAN CLUB WILL have a meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. in Coleman
106.
LOSSA WILL HAVE a meeting Thursday at 2 p.m. on the 3rd floor of
the Union. PreSldent Isenbarger will be speaking.
GAY 6 LESBIAN support group meets weekly. Call Bud Sanders (581·
3413) at The Counseling Center for information.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have Large Group
Thursday at 8 p.m. In the Charleston/Mattoon room. Is Christianity a
straight jacket? Tim Perry will address this question. All are welcome.
Please bring questions.
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT Association will have a meeting
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. In LH 027. Notice room change. New members
are welcome!
ROTARACT WILL HAVE a meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. al Immanuel
Lutheran Church. We will be having a resume worl<shop. New members are always welcome!

PfMM Note: campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
NON-PROFIT event, I.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be submitted
to The Dally Eastem News office by NOON one bualnea ct.y before the
dlte of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thureday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday I& the deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Cll1>9 aubmm.d after dndllne
WILL NOT be publlahed. No c11ps wm be taJ<en by phone. Atr'f cr.p that ia
legible or COn1alnS confllcting lnformaoon will not be published.
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Student-athletes
• From page I2A
But at Eastern, coach Bob Spoo
and his assistants make sure this
does not happen to their players.
Spoo and the university require
the players keep up on grades
through study tables, grade
checks and attendance checks.
The football team posted a
2.715 GPA for spring of 1992, a
figure that Spoo called "very
respectable." Spoo added it is
imponant to him that his players
do well in the classroom and go
on to get their degrees.
"T think we (Eastern) do a
better job than anywhere else
I've been at the college level ...
Spoo said. "We try to take the
players in a direction that's realistic. A lot of men come in with
the dream of going on to play
professionally, and the fact is
less than two percent make it to
that level. The odds of them
making it are next to nothing.
"So they need to be focused
on a situation that they can
accomplish, and that is getting a
college degree. We talk a great
deal about that and I make sure
that they are gearing themselves

toward getting that degree."
One of the things that has
helped Eastern compile some of
the impressive numbers in the
classroom is a policy that Dawson instituted when he became
the athletic advisor in the 199192 school year. He mandated a
2.0 grade point average for all
athletes.
All freshmen must attend a
study table to read and study for
at least eight hours a week.
Once they become a sophomore,
athletes must maintain a 2.0
GPA or else they will be forced
to attend the study tables regularly again.
The results so far have been
positive.
"When I came here. there
were 16 student-athletes chat
were on academic warning or
probation." Dawson said.
"Currently there are only two or
three. My goal is to have everyone in good-standing."
Graduation rate is another
area where student-athletes perform better than the general student body. For the incoming
freshmen in the 1984-85 school
year (the most recent numbers

available). 68 percent of the athletes graduated whereas only 53
percent of the student body
made it out of Eastern with a
degree.
"When I first saw those numbers. I thought it would be a
smaller margin," Dawson said
of the wide gap between athletes
over the student body. "One of
the reasons I accepted the job
here, is Eastern has a standard
of academic excellence for its
athletes."
The football team saw some
even better numbers recently.
According to the figures tabulated from the 1991-92 NCAA
Division I disclosure form.
Eastern's football program graduated 72.7 percent or its athletes. Compared to a recently
published report in the USA
Today, public institutions nationally graduate 38.9 percent of
their football players.
"We would like (our graduation rates) to be higher. There's
still room for improvement."
Spoo said.
"But I think it does show that
we are heading in the right
direction."

Medium Pizza

with One Free Topr,ing
or2~Peps1's

$4.99

J\JS'f
i\S\{

Large Pizza
with One Free Topr,ing

or 2 ~Pepsi's

348-

1626

.fr

$6.99

KAPPA DELTA RH

Formal Smoker

7-9 PM
At the KAP House
509 Lincoln

Across from Old Main
For Rides and Info
call 345-6227

Thursday at

~arty's
Hoagy steak w/fries $299
$1 Bottles
(MGD & MGD25Light)
Others $1
Tonite: Smothered Fries

DOIY'T TELL TllEM llOW
YOU FEEL, SllOW TllEMI

BBLLS FLOWER CORNER
featuring
flowers for all Occasions l!t Balloon Bouquets
Everything You Need to Make 1bem Smile

~

•

Don't forget Hardee's Fried Chicken
bv the pack for The Big Game.
Football fans have super appetites.
So take home an 8, 12, or 20 piece pack of our crispy, juicy Fried Chicken with
biscuits. Plus coleslaw and mashed
potatoes &gravy, if you wish.
For large orders please call ahead to your
neighborhood Hardee's• restaurant

ttA
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hers give Hoosiers a scare
GTON. Ind. (AP) ey scored 17 points.
a pivotal three-point
2 Indiana extended
winning streak to 26
th a 61-57 win over
on Wednesday night.
58-57. the Gophers
ce to cake the last

els. whose Panthers
3 Mid-Con record and a
I mark into the game.
come close a couple of
their loss to Green Bay
y) came at the buzzer.
are fighters and they are
!lave ro catch a break at

d is one of nine new
lhe Western roster. He is
the starting lineup by
face. Lamoni Bunton.
an point guard from
thers. who arc 1-3 on
conference play, will be
win !heir first conference
the road since a 76-75
2 1/2 weeks ago at
State.

said the Panthers may
some of the open style
dlat helped them defeat
on Monday. But the
will also have to work out
offense at times, he said.
ill have to p lay good
to put ourselves in the

Bailey hit one free throw with
eight seconds left. and after
Minnesota's Voshon Lenard lost
control of the ball with t\\o cconds remaining, Calbert Cheaney
added two free throws for
Indiana (18-2. 7-0 Big Ten).
Minnesota (11-5. 3-4) led the
entire game until Bailey's threepoint play with 4:14 remaining
put the Hoosiers ahead 56-55.
On the play, Bailey rebounded
a miss from Lenard. drove the

length of the floor, sank a layup
and drew the fifth foul on
Gophers leading scorer Jayson
Walton.
McDonald put Minnesota back
on top with a layup. but Alan
Henderson's two free throws
with 2:09 left put Indiana ahead
to stay at 58-57.
The 7-0 Big Ten record is
Indiana's best since 1976. when
it went 18-0 and won the national championship.

The Men of Delta Sigma Phi
would like to thank the following
Sororities for participating in
sorority capture.
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Tipoff: 7: 30 p.m. Thursday at Macomb
Probable lineups
Pos player
;r p pg tpg
f.oS pblytr
G J. H~mandel, Ft'1'4,7 2 9

G o. Uodnts

C A. Rodri1uez

F D. Young
F L. Jordan

So
So
Jr
Fr

12.n t.6
5.1 3.6

71): .5.9
14.8 3.9

pos111on to win the game,"
Samuels said. "We can't feel like
we can go on the road and overpower somebody."
Samuels will go with the same
starting line up that he did in
Monday's wm. Sophomore Andre
Rodrigue1. will get his second start
in a row at the center spot. Against
Northern, he scored seven points
and grabbed three rebounds while
starting in place of junior Curtis

G ·S, Teaglltden
G P.Lee

C S. Thunnond
F C. Turner
F C. Boller

yr ppg rpg
St, 15:23.8
So 2.& 0.7
Jr 8.4 5.1
Sr 18.073
Jr 7.6 3.9

Leib.

Louis Jordan, who is coming off
a 21-point. 10-rebound performance Monday, leads Eastern in
scoring at 15.2 points per game
overall and is averaging 17. 7
points per game in conference
play.
T he Panthers return home
Saturday for a 7:30 p.m. nonconference game against Northeastern Illinois.

JOKEKS

FORMAL SMOKER
(coat & tie)
TONIGHT: 6-9 p.m. Greek Court

TONIGHTI

f 50

Rides & information 581-6825
409 7fl STREET

345-7427

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF THE COURT HOUSE

You'll Find It Here!

vertjse

vert1se
dvertise

Advertise
Advertise
ID

Daily
. Eastern News

$1 50 Pitchers
$1 00 Mixer's
ve D.J.- 11 GOOB 11

Drawings for
Hats,
T-Shirts, &Mugs

No Cover

TQNITE

"SINGLE WHITE FEMALE"
8 pm UNIVERSITY BALLROOM ADM. $1 1111

Lady Panthers fail in bid for two in a r
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor
Back to the drawing board
After an emotional win Saturday
night against Illinois-Chicago, the
Eastern women's basketball team
was attempting to win back to back
games for the first time this season.
But it was not to be as Eastern lost
to Murray State 91-74 Wednesday
night in Murray, Ky.
Murray State opened up an early
lead and the Lady Panthers were
never able to get close. The Lady
Mustangs led 13-4 after four minutes and led by as many as 27 in
the first half. Eastern went into the
halftime trailing 51-27.

"We started playing too late
again," Eastern coach Barbara
Hilke said. "We played sluggish at
first. Obviously we the coaching
staff did not have them ready to
play. I thought they were feeling
sorry for themselves which didn't
help either."
Another factor that did not help
Eastern's cause was the Lady
Mustangs red-hot shooting in the
first half. Murray State shot a sizzling 69 percent from the field in
the first 20 minutes and 57 percent
for the game. Eastern shot 39 percent.
'They shot 70 percent in the first
half and we didn't do anything to
stop that. It's back to the drawing

board," Hilke said.
The loss spoiled senior co-captain Sheriel Brown's performance.
For the second straight game
Brown scored 21 second half
points. She finished with 29 points
and 12 rebounds.
"Brown was again on fire in the
second half and we did a good job
of getting the ball to her," Hilke
said.
The one getting it to Brown the
most was sophomore point guard
Nicky Polka, who finished with a
team-high 10 assists. Polka also
scored a season-high 13 points and
grabbed four rebounds.
Freshman forward Tourrie
Frazier had six points and dished

out four assists while freshman
guard Kenya Green fell a basket
short of her season high, finishing
with 8 points. Green also collected
five rebounds.
"Tourrie and Nicky played well
in the second half. Unfortunately
we need that right from the get-go.
Kenya was the only one who
played well in the first half," Hilke
said.
Senior captain Karen McCaa
returned to the starting lineup and
responded with a season high I 0
points. She drained two 3-pointers.
Eastern will be back in action on
Saturday against Mid-Continent
Conference opponent WisconsinGreen Bay.

Eastern llllnola (74)

Stancil (). 1 0-0 o. McCaa 4-11
White 0-0 0-0 0, Frazier 2·5 2
6-14 0-0 13, Wilkinson 0-3 ().()
8 0-1 8, Pozln 1·3 0-0 2, C
Brown 13-20 3-5 29, Beck 1-4
Waldner0-1 0-0 o. Totals 32·70

Murray State (91)
P81ker 9-16 2·2 20, Arnold 0-1
Hopson 1-1 0-0 2, Gray 3-3 C>-0
Peat$00 4-7 1·2 9, C&dwell 2-5
Snell 4-6 1·2 9, Lasater 3-5 1·2
6-8 0-0 12, Mee.Shelton 4-8 C>-0
8,Mel.Shelton 3-7 2-210,
0-0 6. Totals 41-71 6-8 91
Eutem Illinois
27
Murray State
51 •
3-Polnt goals-Eastem 3-7 (
McCaa 2·5), Murray State 3-9 (
Schmell 1·2, Mel.Shelton 2-4
2). Rebounds-Eastern 48
Murray State 41 (M. Shelton 6).
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Student-athletes
making the grad
By RYAN GIUSTI
Associate sports editor

MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Senior photographer

Sophomore Andre Rodriguez looks to pass away the ball during Monday's win over Northern lllinois.
Rodriguez, who started his first game of the season Monday, will try to help the Panthers win their second in a row, as he will be starring his second game in a row at Western Illinois Thursday night.

Panthers look for second
consecutive win at Western
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff editor
Western Illinois' Shelby
Thurmond can lay claim to
being the Mid-Continent Conference's leading shot blocker.
"He is a lanky player,"
Western coach Jim Kerwin said
of the 6-foot-9 Thurmond, a
junior transfer from Rend Lake
College. "It's too bad that he
doesn't alter anyone's shot in

the final two seconds (of the
game), it seems like they always
hit the shot then."
Kerwin, who is in his first
year as Western 's coach after
replacing Jack Margenthaler,
and his Leathernecks haven't
been given a warm welcome by
his conference counterparts or
anyone else for that matter.
The Leathernecks have lost
four games this season in the
final seconds of the game and

head into Thursday's 7:30 p.m.
home game with Eastern in the
midst of a 12-game losing
streak.
Western enters Thursday's
game with a 0-6 conference
record and a 3-13 overall mark.
But those numbers have Panther
head coach Rick Samuels worried about the Leathernecks.
''They are a dangerous team."
said Samuels, whose Panthers

•Continued on page 11 A

College athletes are most visible on the playing field or in the
arena, but how do they perform in
the toughest arena - the classroom.
Often a student-athlete is portrayed and thought of as a "dumb
jock" or someone with the IQ of
an athletic supporter.
Even though that label may still
exist on campuses around the
country, recent statistics show a
completely different story, especially at Eastern. On Eastern 's
campus, student-athletes posted
superior figures than the student
body in grade point average and
graduation rates.
Student-athletes had higher
grade point averages last fall and
in both semesters of the 1991-92
school year. They also posted a 15
percent higher graduation rate
than the student body at large.
These numbers are not unique
to Eastern. Colleges and universities around the country have posted similar figures. According to
second-year Athletic Academic
Advisor Don Dawson, the reason
for athlete's academic success lies
in time management.
"I think the main reason (athletes have higher grades than the
student body) is the time structure," Dawson said. "A lot of students have too much time on their
hands. It aU comes down to time
management. For athletes, it's a
year round thing. It's like a job.
They don't have the options or the
free time the average student
has.''
Dawson's duties include checking up on athletes' schedules,
making sure there are no conflicts
with practices or games and setting up study tables and tutors for
the athletes who need or request
them.
Eight teams had a collective
gr.ide point average of 3.0 or better and student-athletes on whole
posted a 2.84 GPA in the fall 1992
semester. The student body compiled a 2.8 GPA last fall according
to Eastern 's Institutional Planning
and Research department.
The teams that posted the highest GPAs last spring were the volley ball team (3.287), women's
tennis (3.136), Golf (3.084),

Team grade
averages for
Fall 1992
Team

Volleyball .......................
Women's tennis .............
Golt................................
Men's cross country.......
Women's cross country.
Men's tennis...................
Women's swimming.......
Softball...........................
Women's basketball.......
Men's basketball... .........
Men's track ....................
Wrestling.......................
Socoer............................
Baseball. ........................
Men's swimming .............
Football.. .......................

·- Women's track n
unavailable at time of
men's cross country (3.
women's cross country
Men's tennis, women's s
and softball also had a 3.0
ter.
The softball team, w ·
ed a 3.09 GPA for the 1
school year, received n
recognition for its acade
formance. The Panthers
fifth in the nation for GPA
the 245 member schools
National Softball Co
Association. They rank
behind such well known
as Long Island University,
and Notre Dame.
"It makes me feel very
Eastern softball coach Beth
said. "I think it shows
hard they (athletes) wort
classroom and on the field.
in some very good compan
if this doesn't show people
as concerned with acade ·
we are with athletics, I
know what will."
Eastern football is another
that exceeds the averages
comes to grades. Football
far the largest ream on c
carrying more than 100 pl
At many schools some of
players slip through the
and are not given the au
they need when it comes to
demi cs.

• Continued on page JO
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stern's East Hall suffers a loss of its independence
at the hands of the university's Greek system

Saddam Hussein
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wasn't the Boston Tea Party
llion but for a handful of residents
Eastern's East Hall, it might as well
been.
August of this year, a band of East
resident rebels bd by their "absolute
arch ," senior finance major and
g of East Hall" Jack Walker,
ed the absolution of their current
nee hall governing force as a form
protest toward "the great East Hall
r riots."
was an overthrow of the democratess," said Walker proudly from the
ent of his dorm. "We are preservthe independent lifestyle for all with
claim of independence."
"The great East Hall hunger riots" incited this absolution - stemmed
developments at the end of the
semester last year when East Hall

Alter this event, a band of twelve
rebels drafted their own letter of
independence from the governing bodies
of housing, including the univetsity's
Residence Hall Association - the studentrun executor of housing.
"Free from the geek masses of RHA,"
Walker excitedly stated and then halfheartedly withdrew. "We are free from
the geek masses but I don't want to call
them geek masses."
An excerpt of their letter recognized
the dangerous facts associated with the
"hunger riots" and stated that they full
realized "that the hunger-related riots on
the first floor will soon spread upstairs
and render the entire residence hall a
chaotic bed of anarchy, unsafe for the
welfare of the citizens, residents and RA
alike."
"We were promised exam snacks,"
said Walker. "and I, King Jack, delivered."
These facts, for the band of East Hall

idenls, lhrough an a<lminislralive

rebels, was a call to action.

world, Sig Eps and those who want to be

, did not receive the traditional finals
k "exam snacks" guaranteed and
· ed by their own hall funds.

"At the time," said sophomore premed major and "Keeper of the Sacred
Scroll" Tim Lyons, "we took things into

Sig Eps. "
Now with the brand of conformity and
possible oppression once again moving
in on East Hall, does the royal cast feel a
need to retaliate or even step down.
"We are not necessarily anti-Sig Eps,"
said Lyons. "We are just anti-housing."
"We are just trying to preserve our
independence," Walker said once again.
"Do you think," questioned Lyons in
closing, "they would let us take over one
tower of Carman."

EAST HALL

our own hands and overthrew the government."
This was the height of their independent culture.
The downfall has been slow and
tedious. A traumatic appearance before
the RHA meeting to declare their inde- ,.
pendence last semester ended in utter
devastation and embarrassment.
And now within the confines of their
semi-independent existence another
threat looms on the horizon.
East Hall is a remote dorm which now
houses both independents and Greek students from the fraternity Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
Signs of Greek advancement appear
throughout the narrow halls of the dorm.
From greek insignias marking their
territory like packs of wild dogs to fraternity "hoots" in the hallway to even a
mounted Greek Rush Week poster
mounted to room 213 which read,
"There are two kinds of people in this

See related story on page 7

"Thus far this is the Citizen
Kane of Housing Guides."
- Saddam Hussein

EDITOR'S NOTE: In order to extend our hand of friendship to Iraqi President-

for-life Saddam Hussein, we have requested that he come aboard this edition of
the housing guide to serve as "readers advocate." Mr. Hussein was excited to
join since the Iraqi Housing Guide has been put on hold due to the Baghdad
Hilton still being under some "minor" repairs for a few broken fixtures, a handful
of lost towels, and a few thousand missing walls. We hope that his presence is
not only beneficial to you, the reader, but to the betterment of mankind.

9 Month Leases
~~~~~~~
OFFICE OPEN DAILY
Balconies
9-5
Laundry Facilities
Sat. 10 - 2
Plenty of Free
Evenings By Appt.
Off Street Parking ..._ Ph. 345-6000
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• Free Trash Removal

•
•
•
•

_____...

• Completely
Furnished
• Central Air
• Pool & Sundeck
• Reasonable Utilities

C.I.P.S.
• On Site Manageme

T

2219 S. 9th • •Across Frolll Carlllan Hall • • 345-60
11111111 111111111111111111111111111111111
j

he

arlyle Apartm.(3nts

••
••
••
••
••
••
*1017 Woodlawn
•
5Newly Redecorated Modern Apartment
•:
•Cable TV
•Laundry Facilities
•

:

5
:
:
:

•Electric Heat/AC •Private Parking

Available for 2 to 4 people
2 Bdrm. Furnished and Unfurnished Apt.
From $130/mo. Each ~erson and up
1O&12 mo. Leases

Prices quoted for 4 people.

Phone: 348-7746

: available upon request
.
'il111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

tures editor........ ........ J.A. Winders

OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT INC.
1408 SIXTH S11IBET 217/ 3 115-6533

to editor... ..... .... Mitch McGlaughlin

• Oldetowne Apts.
• Polk Ave. Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts.

oons .. ..................... ... ..... Rich Bird
Paul Wiemerslage
Dylan Ethan Collins

NOW LEASING FOR '93-'9·•
• Heritege Apts.
• 4Th & Buchanan

345-C>IJ>E

Writers .......... ............John Ferak
Michelle Hoke

"Any and all errors shall be
shared among us."
"The mother of all Housing
Guides."
- Saddam Hussein

TING CLOSE
TO EIU
1- 4 persons

Houses
&
Apartments
Pick Up Our List

YOUNGSTOWN
NOW RENTING

9-5 M-F

FOR FAL[ & SPRING

~21.

93 &94

D REAL ESTATE

1512 A Street
Rentals (217) 345-4489
Jim Wood, Broker
-a1c...y21-E1111e~

Equol~~

NlEPENOENT\.Y OWNED AND OPERATED

·-----v vv v vv

Fully Furnished
1,2,3&4

Bedroom Units

@( Central Air
@( Dishwashers
@( Disposals
@( Cable Included

CALL TO VIEW OUR UNIQUE
APARTMENTS TODAY!!

345-2363

Cambridge & Nantucket

tJ
tJ

OUR GROUP SPECIALS

~

OUR GREAT LOCATION ,A

L.J

OUR SPACIOUS APTS.
OUR 15000 RENTAL
REFERAL PLAN

SHOPPING FOR
A GREAT PLACE
TO LI ?
...__Brittany....__......
Ridge
3

~

4 Bedroom Townhouses
completely loaded:

microwave
dishwasher
oven ~ range
refrigerator
washer-dryer
central air ~ heat
2 1/2 baths
disposal
deck off living rooms

~
A
----

...

21

®

WOOD REAL ESTATE

Call Now

******

345-4489

1512 A Street
Charleston, IL
Jim Wood, Brol<er

Equal Housing Opportunity
Independently Owned and Operated

u
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there." Shacl<lee said. "NeXt
~. it'll be considered just like
a part of Greek Court.
.

.n<>ommat~ ·.

probleps
are always
"The reason why the build~
prevalent at any universit;y. mg wasn't a fratemity ~
Yet. how many Sh.dents actual- lh1s year was becaUSe the fra.
ly com&~a~ ternity didn't have enough
haB with a fraterpey?
~tolve ~/' ~-~
EaSt Hall, which can OOtik said. ..The fratermty ha<i
52 students at its maximum ar<Xmd 26 people In EaSt Hall.
occupancy, is located on the Most of the houses built in
outskirts of Eattern's Greek Greek COurt have .a maximum
CotM. bas been 'a matnstay~for of~40." '*-''4 , ~'®1.j
Eastern students for some
Also, since residence haU
time. Originally the Tau members have the right to stay
Epsilon Kappa fraternity and !We where they liwd ~
house· The ~ was Plf.C* ously, s(>me of~ Hal "~
chased by the unlvetsity ists" might decide to hang··
arot.n.i 1975. Since that time, around next faD.
it ~ been used at a residence
"The residents of East Hall
haB for~ only.
&
can sUW;" he said.. "l doubt ~
hFaddttion 1wthe diminutive fratenffi.Y will be ~ to fUl tflf
two-story structure building building. Anyone can llw m
with a run basement is jUsl like East Hall, whether they're a
a typical one•room dorm. freshman or noL Jt's just an all-However1 th~re is a ~ll* maJe~ ~ Jhough.~,
Trn'Brent, halh:oun~lot' of
chen/microwave facilities in
the basement along with a East Hall said h€ would not
PQOltable. A community ~ have any problems if the Sig
room and shower with lots. of Eps took over the building
public space encompass-the· entirelY next year.
"· ~
surroundings.
"The $ig Eps get along with
However. this year with everybody that liws here and
Sigma Phi Ep$ilon fraternity every<;>ne here treats everyone
~ng tts charter at East~n. wJth .,re$pect," 6rent saj(l,
the fraternity was allOWed to 'N~ aroUnd "here has~
use part of East Hall as its "frat attitude, 'oh, he's in a fratemi·
house." The building was ty.'
"lt'Q probably be up to ~
shar.~d between the fraternit:Y
members and students who fratenuty itself 1ftit deddeS. tB
liwxi there.
take over EaSt Hall if it can get
Mark Shacklee. associate enough fraternity members to
direftor of housing said live here. If they can't rm sure
althtjugh this situation of a fta-. ~ ()fftc;e wOUldn't ha~i,
terrtity and tesidence flaU ~ I~ students ~
members sharing a building is there.'t Brent added.
uniquet there haven't been any
Brent added the probl~ 4
betwt?f.Jl the OpPOSfng groue:i
=~~~~ has been llrtlited'i& the most
"It's worked out really well, part.
both sides have been under·
"There was a little apprestanding of each other, n hension on both sides since
SMckkle said. ·
the f@terni1y ~moving Jti}.!
Shacklee added there are he said. "Uttle things like the
no definite plans for the frafel'· f ratemlty holding Us chapter
ntty to take over 100 perctmt meetings in the basement creof the living <IW>rters at Wt ated an inconvenien<:e for th~
Hall IBM year; .
hall fnemb<!rs at first, bUf
..This year. it has been offi.. everybody clicked soon after
ci""9 East Hall (residence hall) that ..

among

stud~rtf$
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I CTC meets Eastern
It's onl~' the fate of the students which
rest in the hands of these institutions
By MITCH McGl.AUGtUJN
Staff Writer m

Does a university have the right to withhold grades and
transcripts for npO*payment of bills to a private company?
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In the case of Eastem Drtnois Univetstty and ~nsoUdat~S
communications Long Distance, the answer Is unclear lo
most.
For the students who have neglected or forg0tten to pay
their phone bills and have. not received their grades or trant.
scnpts, it might seem unfaif. but because of tM t)ayment '4$!
tem that the university uses. they are well within their rights.
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According to Joy Robeson, manager of the
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"That Grumpy Duck is a
real hoot."
"All the phone calls in Iraq are
free. However, we have no
phones anymore."

t~lecommuni

cations office, Eastern pays the long distance phone bills of
students who live in university housing, then t'& student''is
responsible for repaying the university.
"Eastern pays Consolidated to print the bills. but when the
new billing system goes on line, t~ bills will actually say
East~rn on th¢rn. and buts Will actt.i\ill9 be paid to Eastefh
itself," said Robeson.
"'We hope the new wstem wiO be active by next May."
~ went on to explain that all local calls are picked up ~
the'tmiversity, as a (OUrte~ to the student.
~
·1
So, for all the students who think that their civil libertl~ are
being violated by Consolidated, they can rest @SY knowing
that the only oiw playing with their g~ ts their trustworthy

university.
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The ONLY Off Campus
Housing On Campus
NOw Leasing

Across from the Union on 7th
St. J mes Place
• 1,2,&.. 3
Bedroom units

•Furnished
• Free Trash and
Parl<ing
•Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
•Balconies
· •Laundry

1905 S. 12th St.
• 1 and 2 Bedroom
• Units Available
• Fully Furnished
• Air Conditioning
• Newly Remodele
•Laundry
•Parking

Still Available for Fall
Call anytime for an appointment.

349 · 1479
Or drop by the rental office
on Grant St.

3:30 - 5:30

PM

Mon. - Fri.

